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We Need to get Digital ID Right
• Identity is vital for political, economic, and social opportunity. But systems of
identification are archaic, insecure, lack adequate privacy protection, and for over a billion
people, inaccessible. Digital identity is being defined now – and we need to get it right.
• 1.1 Billion People Live Without a Digital ID.
• Identity Data is outside of individual control.
• Protections for Privacy are insufficient.
• Identity is neither portable nor persistent.
• While these may be problems, in what way would an autocratic global governmental group
solve this problem?
• That 1.1 Billion People happens to be the number of people who have never touched a
computer in their lives… are we suddenly going to give everyone a computer? If so,
Microsoft stands to make a lot of money selling operating systems for all these computers.

The Need for Good Digital
ID is Universal
The ability to prove who you are is a fundamental and
universal human right. Because we live in a digital era, we
need a trusted and reliable way to do that both in the
physical world and online.

We Need to Get Digital
ID Right
Unfortunately, current models of digital ID do not meet
everyone’s needs. They are generally archaic, insecure,
lacking adequate privacy protection, and for over a
billion people worldwide, unavailable.
Everyone should have access to a digital ID that enables
them to prove who they are across institutional and
international borders and across time, while giving
them control over how their personal information is
collected, used, and shared.

The Four Ps Of Digital ID
Private

Persistent

Portable

Personal

Only you control your own identity, what data is shared
and with whom

Accessible anywhere you happen to be through
multiple methods

Lives with you from life to death

Unique to you and you only

Unpacking the Challenges
1) 1.1 Billion people live without a digital ID
•

Identity is vital for political, economic and social opportunity. But systems
of identification are archaic, insecure, lack adequate privacy protection,
and for over a billion people, inaccessible.

2) Identity data is outside of individual control
•

Today, most personal data is stored in silos. The more siloed and
numerous your data becomes the less control you have over it.

Unpacking the Challenges
3) Protections for privacy are insufficient
•

With tracking, targeting, and surveillance techniques becoming more
sophisticated, you need better privacy protections for your data.

4) Identity is neither portable nor persistent
•

Data travels swiftly across time and space, often without your control.

Alliance Partners Share The Belief That
Identity Is A Human Right And That
Individuals Must Have “Ownership”
Over Their Own Identity
In 2018, ID2020 Alliance Partners, working in partnership with
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
drafted a formal articulation of our perspective on ethical
approaches to digital identity. The landmark ID2020 Alliance
Manifesto below lays out these shared principles and forms a
starting point to guide the future of digital identity globally.

Good Digital ID Is Too Important Not To Get Right
• A Fundamental and Universal Human Right
• Necessary to Access Essential Services
• A Gateway to Economic Opportunity
• Critical for Targeting Services and Assistance to Those Who
Need Them
• Important for Gender Equity
• A Key Enabler for Global Development

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor,
free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or
in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell,
save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or
the number of his name. (Revelation 13:16-17)

The Board of Directors
J u s t W h o i s R u n n i n g T h i s P ro g r a m ?

John Edge
Board Member
John is the Board Chairman and co-founder of ID2020. He is an
entrepreneur specializing in systems design, operating at the
forefront of technology driven transformation in financial services
over the last two decades. He is a recognized leader for establishing
and implementing thematic change, include the algorithm-driven
trading businesses for the Global Markets divisions of United Bank of
Switzerland A.G. [NYSE: UBS], Lehman Brothers (defunct) and then J.
P. Morgan [NYSE: JPM]. John cofounded Redkite, a FinTech company
which designed and deployed the first real-time trade surveillance
system for global markets. By launching world’s first enterprise realtime trade surveillance system for capital markets Redkite captured a
market segment and led to the acquisition of Redkite by NICE Systems
in 2012 [NASDAQ:NICE] out of Ra’anana, Israel.
Following the exit to NICE, John was asked to contribute to the design
of a Bitcoin ETF and there began his journey into decentralized
systems and token-based protocols. Recognizing the parallels
between the early days of FIX in Capital Markets and the new tokenbased protocols, John identified a need for education and open
communication, cofounding the Whitechapel Think. This PublicPrivate forum for the U.K. Government, Bank of England, Financial
Conduct Authority and industry explored the potential for Distributed
Ledger Technologies. The output from the Think Tank contributed to
the Government Chief Scientist, Sir Mark Walport, leading a report on
Distributed Ledger Technologies.

John Edge

Board Member, Co-Founder
Through this work, John identified a requirement for creating a
bridge between the existing institutions and the emerging
technologies given the potential these new protocols provide for
the creation of the “Internet of Everything.”
Over the last four years, John has created an acceleration
platform, focused on digital identity of people and devices, plus
digital asset transaction networks to discover new models for the
Internet of Everything economy.
In 2014 John co-founded ID2020, a principal driven Public-Private
Partnership designed to address the market failures that have led
to the vulnerable, especially women and children, being unable
to receive protection under international and local law through
lack of recognized identity. The four principals of identity being
Personal, Private, Portable and Persistent are consistent with the
ambition to “do no harm” in the deployment of emerging
technologies.

Garry Conille, M.D., M.P.H.
Board Chairman
Dr. Garry Conille is a former Prime Minister of Haiti and was
previously Director of the Africa Regional Office of the UN
Office for Project Services (UNOPS). His extensive
experience in the development sector includes 15 years in
the United Nations system, among other functions, as the
head of UNDOP’s Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
support unit; and as United Nations Resident and
Humanitarian Coordinator in Niger.
In the wake of Haiti's 2010 earthquake, Dr. Conille was Chief
of Staff to former U.S. President Bill Clinton in his role as
Special Envoy for Haiti, where he helped coordinate Haiti’s
reconstruction efforts.
He has a Doctorate of Medicine from the Faculty of
Medicine and Pharmacy of the State University of Haiti and
a Master of Public Health from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Garry is married with twin
daughters.

Dr. Seth Berkley, M.D.
Board Member

A medical doctor specializing in infectious disease epidemiology, Dr. Berkley
founded the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) in 1996, where he served as
President and CEO. Prior to founding IAVI, he worked for the Health Sciences
Division at The Rockefeller Foundation. He has also held posts at the Center for
Infectious Diseases, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health, and the Carter Center, where he was assigned as an
epidemiologist to the Ministry of Health in Uganda.
Dr. Berkley played a key role in Uganda’s national HIV sero-survey and helped
develop its National AIDS Control programs. He has consulted or worked in more
than 25 countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Dr. Berkley has been recognized
by Time Magazine as one of the “100 Most Influential People in the World.”
Berkley joined the GAVI Alliance as its chief executive officer (CEO) in August 2011.
The GAVI Alliance is a public-private partnership whose mission is to save children's
lives and protect people's health by increasing access to immunization in
developing countries.
Since its launch in 2000, GAVI has prevented more than five million future deaths
and helped protect 288 million children with new and underused vaccines.[9] Under
Berkley's leadership, the alliance plans to deliver vaccines to another quarter of a
billion children and prevent four million more deaths by 2015.[10]
The GAVI Alliance brings together developing country and donor governments, the
World Health Organization, UNICEF, the World Bank, the vaccine industry in both
industrialized and developing countries, research and technical agencies, civil
society organizations, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and other private
philanthropists.

• B.S., M.D., Brown University
• Board Certified in Internal Medicine, trained at
Harvard University
• Fellow, Council on Foreign Relations
• Board Member, Gilead Sciences [NYSE: GILD]
• CEO, Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization

Blythe Masters, B.A.
Board Member
Blythe Masters is the CEO of Digital Asset Holdings, a financial
technology firm developing distributed ledger technology for
wholesale financial services. She joined Digital Asset in 2015
after 27 years at J. P. Morgan Chase [NYSE:JPM], where she rose
to Managing Director at the age of 28. She was a member of
the firm’s Executive Committee and the Investment Bank’s
Operating Committee and served in numerous senior positions
including Head of Global Commodities, Chief Financial Officer
of the Investment Bank, and Head of Global Credit Portfolio and
Credit Policy and Strategy. She served as the Chair of SIFMA and
the GFMA, trade associations promoting public trust and
confidence in financial markets. Blythe is currently on the board
of The Breast Cancer Research Foundation and is co-Chair of
the Global Fund for Women. She is also Group Senior Advisor
on Blockchain for Banco Santander and Chair of Governing
Board of Hyperledger at the Linux Foundation. She graduated
from Trinity College, Cambridge with a B.A. in Economics.
The Guardian described her as "the woman who invented
financial weapons of mass destruction,“ as one of the inventors
of the credit-default swaps that brought about the 2007
Banking Crisis. Her father was Gordon Levett, a famous English
pilot who flew for the Israeli Air Force.

Elana Broitman, B.A., J.D.
Board Member
Elana is the director of New America NYC. She has served as the
deputy assistant secretary in the Office of Manufacturing and
Industrial Base Policy in the Department of Defense and as a
senior advisor to Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-N.Y.), having spent
time in a technology company, with prior service as counsel to
the House International Relations Committee. Broitman brings
philanthropic experience, having worked as senior vice president
at UJA Federation (till she was fired in 2010… financial
irregularities?). Broitman comes to New America from Greenberg
Traurig (a large international law firm), where she was a
shareholder. Broitman's work has focused on cybersecurity,
national security, human rights, and refugee issues.
•

B.A. Trinity University, San Antonio, Texas

•

J.D. University of Texas School of Law

•

Speaks both Russian and German

•

“The Pentagon Has the World’s Largest Logistics Problem.
Blockchain Can Help,” Defense One

Oliver Bussman
Board Member
Oliver has gained a worldwide reputation as a technology
thought leader and driver of large-scale transformation at global
organizations in the Financial Services and Hi-Tech Industry. As
Group Chief Information Officer of UBS from 2013 to 2016 he
successfully led a major IT transformation effort, instituted a
new group-wide innovation framework and established UBS as a
pioneer in the development of Blockchain for use in financial
services. Prior to joining UBS Oliver was Global Chief
Information Officer at SAP for four years and was CIO for North
America & Mexico at Allianz. Previous roles included executive
positions at Deutsche Bank and IBM.
Oliver has won numerous prestigious awards, including being
named COO/CTO of the year by Financial News/The Wall Street
Journal in 2015, and being named one of the Financial News
"Fintech 40" innovators shaping the future of finance.
•

CEO, Bussman Advisory, Zurich, Switzerland

•

The Blockchain Comeback: How Institutions Effectively Use
Digital Assets, Forbes Magazine

Chip Dempsey, B. A.
Board Member
• Chip is Senior Vice President and Chief Commercial Officer
at OCC (Options Clearing Corporation), the world's largest
equity derivatives clearing organization. Founded in 1973,
OCC operates under the jurisdiction of both the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the U.S.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) as a
Derivatives Clearing Organization. In this role, where he is
responsible for OCC's strategy, planning and business and
product development efforts.
• Prior to joining OCC, he served as Executive Director of
Principal Strategic Investments for Morgan Stanley [NYSE:
MS] where he co-led investments in market structure and
fintech companies, and formulated investment theses
regarding such areas as distributed ledgers, artificial
intelligence and emerging markets. Mr. Dempsey's previous
clearinghouse experience includes the re-engineering of the
Board of Trade Clearing Corporation after the departure of
the Chicago Board of Trade. Before that he ran global sales
and strategy at SunGard Futures (now defunct) and began
his career as a proprietary trader and options market maker.
• B.A. Boston College
• Lives in Chicago, Illinois

David Treat,
Board Member
David Treat is a Managing Director and the Global Head of
Accenture’s Financial Services Blockchain practice, co-lead
of Accenture’s Firm-wide Blockchain Strategic Growth
Initiative and manages Accenture’s relationship with several
large Financial Services clients.
He has 20 years of experience in Financial Services split
between consulting and industry roles spanning Capital
Markets, Retail Banking, and Cards. He has expertise in
running strategy functions, innovation, strategic cost
management, large-scale restructuring, customer
relationship management, Mergers and Acquisitions, and
outsourcing and offshoring. Dave also sits on the boards of
the Linux Hyperledger Project and the Enterprise Ethereum
Alliance.
•

B.A. University of Pennsylvania

•

M.A. University of Michigan

•

Lives in New York City

Alex Simons, B.S.
Board Member
Alex Simons is corporate vice president for identity program
management in the Microsoft Cloud + AI Group. He’s responsible for
strategic planning, product roadmap, and feature definition for Azure
Active Directory and the Microsoft account service as well as Windows
Server Active Directory, Active Directory Federation Service (ADFS),
and Microsoft Identity Manager, products and services used by over
20 million organizations and one billion monthly active users
worldwide.
A career Microsoft employee, Alex joined the company as an intern in
1992 as a partner evangelist for Windows for Workgroups 3.11. Upon
returning full time in 1993, he worked as a product manager on
Microsoft Home products, such as Encarta, Bookshelf, Dinosaurs and
Automap. He then transitioned to program management working on
the MSN online content services. While working in MSN, Alex led the
incubation of Microsoft Dynamics CRM, serving as its first product unit
manager. After seven years running the CRM business, Alex moved to
the Windows Division, where he led the re-engineering of the group’s
development practices and engineering systems. He joined the
Identity Division in January of 2012.
•

B.S. Wharton School of Business, University of Pennsylvania

•

self-taught computer programmer

•

He lives in the Seattle area with his family and spends all his spare
time coaching high school girls in competitive volleyball.

Dr. Ann Cavoukian
Board Member
Dr. Ann Cavoukian is recognized as one of the world’s
leading privacy experts and the creator of “privacy by
design.” She is Distinguished Expert-in-Residence at Ryerson
University, leading the Privacy by Design Centre of
Excellence. She is also a Senior Fellow of the Ted Rogers
Leadership Centre at Ryerson University. Appointed as the
Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Canada
in 1997, Dr. Cavoukian served an unprecedented three
terms as Commissioner.
Dr. Cavoukian is the author of two books, The Privacy
Payoff: How Successful Businesses Build Customer Trust,”
with Tyler Hamilton and Who Knows: Safeguarding Your
Privacy in a Networked World with Don Tapscott. She was
ranked among the top 25 women in tech, recognizing her
contribution to the Canadian and global economy and
named as one of the 50 most impactful Smart Cities
Leaders and most recently, was named among the Top
Women in Tech.
•

Resides in Toronto, Ontario, Canada

• B.A. York University
• M.A., Ph.D., University of Toronto
• L.L.D. (honorary) University of Guelph

Brooke Partridge
Board Member
Brooke Partridge has been advising clients on how to scale business and
programs in emerging markets for over 20 years. She founded Vital Wave in
2005 with the conviction that technology companies could accelerate revenue
growth in developing countries with improved strategies and solutions. Since
then, she has built a talented and versatile professional services organization
and vastly expanded Vital Wave’s services, offerings, and industries. The
company now caters to technology and pharmaceutical companies, foundations
and their grantees, multilateral organizations, and government agencies.
Ms. Partridge first applied strict business rigor to development challenges as
Director of the Emerging Market Solutions group at Hewlett-Packard [NYSE: HP].
There, she built the team that designed and commercialized HP’s first
technology solutions for developing economies. Having worked with various
companies during her corporate career, she believes that Vital Wave’s ability to
tailor its best practices to each client’s needs sets it apart from other firms.
Clients can see in the company’s actionable recommendations and deliverables
a breadth of experience drawn from both corporate board rooms and the back
roads of developing countries.
Ms. Partridge is a thought leader, an articulate speaker, and an engaging
facilitator. She frequently presents on topics such as sustainable technology
growth, new business models, and scaling mobile services “m-Services” for
finance, health, education, and the public sector. As a facilitator, Ms. Partridge
works with a diverse range of stakeholders to combine vision and strategy into
realizable plans. She has helped form the emerging-market strategies of
companies like Microsoft, Intel, Cisco, Adobe, Vodafone, Qualcomm, Pfizer, and
Johnson & Johnson. She and her team also work extensively with national
governments and global development organizations such as the Gates
Foundation, the World Bank, and the United Nations Foundation.
Ms. Partridge has lived and worked in various developing economies, including
Perú, Chile, and México, and spent extended periods of time in India, Africa, and
Western Europe. She has been featured in The Huffington Post, The Economist,
and The New York Times.

• B.S. University of Wisconsin
• M.A. University of California, San Diego
•

Additional studies at Stanford University and Northwestern University

Dakota Gruener
Executive Director
As ID2020’s Executive Director, Dakota leads overall
strategy, builds critical partnerships with public and privatesector stakeholders, and continually focuses the
organization on an ethics-first approach.
Dakota launched the ID2020 Alliance following her work at
GAVI (Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization), the
Vaccine Alliance, where she served as an aide-de-camp to
the Chief Executive Officer (Dr. Seth Barkley). Dakota
graduated magna cum laude from Brown University in
Providence, Rhode Island with dual degrees in Biology and
Political Science, is a former Senior Consultant (Health and
Life Sciences) with Oliver Wyman and is a proud Californian.

• B.S. Brown University

Advisors
Technical Advisors

Program Delivery Advisors

The TAC assesses technologies for suitability with
ID2020 technical requirements and actively engages
with program design.

The PDAC assesses technologies for suitability with
ID2020 technical requirements and actively engages
with program design.

• Brian Behlendorf, Executive Director of the
Hyperledger Project
• Dan Bachenheimer, Accenture

• Rahul Chandran, Managing Director, CARE
• Rosa Akbari, Senior Advisor, Mercy Corps

• Kim Cameron, formerly with Microsoft

• Cameron Birge, Senior Program Manager, Microsoft

• Don Thibeau, Identity Industry Expert, The Open ID
Foundation

• Brynn Kolada, Partnerships Lead, IDEO.org

• Ankur Patel, Principal Program Manager, Microsoft
• Thomas Hardjono, MIT Connection Science
• Elizabeth M. Renieris, Lawyer, Harvard University

Advisors
Ecosystem and Advocacy
Advisors

Ethics and Risk Advisors

The EAAC drives strategic campaigns to get the word out
about our mission and broaden the Alliance's reach.

The ERAC works to ensure that ID2020 programs
adhere rigorously to our core principles.

• Andy Whitehouse

• Adrian Kunzle, Head of Product and Strategy,
OwnBackup (Cloud Company)

• Jennifer Jiang
• Alissa Worley, Global Marketing Director, Accenture

• Kaliya Young, Expert, Consultant, Leader in the field
of Self-Sovereign Identity or Decentralized Identity
for IdentityWoman.

• Gary Fowlie, Technology Economist, Boundary Bay

• Sebastian Manhart, COO, Simprints

• Jon Shamah, Chair, EEMA (A European Think Tank)
European eID Subject Matter Expert

• Troy Etulain, Independent Technology Consultant

• Peter Schwartz

• Matthew Davie, Chief Strategy Officer, KIVA
• Shauna Carey, Managing Director, IDEO.org

• Patricia Poku, Executive Director at Data Protection
Commission – Ghana, London, U.K.
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